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About This Content

Found in flight schools around the world, the classic Cessna 152 has landed on FSX: Steam Edition.

More than 7,500 C152s have been produced, with various options and modifications being introduced by the factory and added
by owners over the years. The C152 II variant includes an enhanced standard avionics and navigation package.

Developed by Carenado, the C152 II for FSX: Steam Edition includes two model types (with and without gear fairings) in four
liveries, with high quality textures, an animated pilot and accurate modelling of details including antennas, wheel chocks, fuel

caps and baggage area.

Features

Four coloured liveries.

Window reflections

Full 3D pilot figure with animations

Full propeller effects

Modelled details including pitot pressure chamber, antennas, wheel chocks, fuel caps, baggage area
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Animations include: ailerons, elevators, rudders, flaps, trim tab, rotating wheels, operating doors, animated sun visors,
operating door windows, glove compartment, fresh air outlets, vibrating radio antenna, opening ashtray, and the co-pilot
seat back also tilts forward.

Realistic aircraft performance based on real aircraft information and pilot observations

High fidelity custom sound set

Custom panel and gauges

Built-in zoom gauges featuring authentic lighting effects

Night light effects on panel

Yokes can be shown/hidden by mouse click in VC

Cast shadows on VC

External dynamic shadows cast

Normal and specular mapping

Bloom lights
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Fast, fun, & highly addictive. Definitely worth picking up.. Considering that this game is very early access, I have to admit its
rather addictive, even though there's not alot to do. So far, I am enjoying the map, finding loot and evading the creatures of the
night. The Developer sounds like he's a cool guy, so I am sure he will continue adding and refining. I also find its a fresh take on
the usual survival games (other than zombies).

7\/10

loses 1 mark for the lack of gamma adjustment
loses 1 mark for lack of enemy types
loses 1 mark for restricted crafting

That said when all these are rectified it will be a very nice game indead!. Game is broken at the start. you can't get past the
tutorial. Originally purchased this game through Humble Bundle, but decided to support the developer once again through Steam
(also by writing a positive review).

During the first moments of playing, I was a bit confused since this game is not focused on story at all -- and that's what I loved
most about Nifflas' previous game Knytt Underground. Soon after I was totally okay with that -- the game is real fun with it's
unpredictability, great audio and visual style (worth noting that Uurnog Uurnlimited was nominated for Best Design and Best
Audio on IGF), quirky animals and >>EXPLOSIONS<<. I especially enjoyed playing co-op (playing as a DOG shooting
FIREBaLLS?? how cool is that??) and exploring the colourful, radiant world of this game. Also it's great how Nifflas
experimented with permadeath in a not-really-punishing way while keeping the game challenging.

So yeah, I certainly recommend the game, especialy for those who enjoy exploring & exploding!. Enjoyable game. Runs well on
my pc without crashes. Graphics are good, pixel style. Could use a tutorial or some other explanation of the controls. Not sure
how to make a profit, some explanation of the trading would also be welcome. Perhaps a bit more polish necessary.
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thank you
. Its just a good FreeLC, something they should have done a long time ago. This game is by far one of the best games i've ever
played. The music in this game fits extrodinarily well with the gameplay and makes me want to play it more. the graphics crazy
good. I can tell just by looking at it how much time and dedication the developers put into this game. The physics of the game
honestly i have no idea how they made. The collision detection is insane and i have no idea how my computer can handle how
much stuff is going on in it. Now for the best part, THE STORY. To be honest i didn't expect this game to have a story at all,
but oh was I wrong. I don't want to spoil anything since that would be bad, but I have to say it made me cry. It reminded me alot
of my struggles getting diagnosed with type 1 diabetes. The main character I could relate with so much and it felt like they put
me in the game. I never expected such an extrodinary game to exist, but it does. I DEFINITELY recommend buying this game.
The amount of sweat and tears that must have gone into this game is unimaginable.. Great game. Dont know why more people
are not jumping on a game like this. Wish there was even more to do for the town. But with low sales. Just glad the game works.
Keep it up.. rpg的巅峰了. I really like this game. true it doesn't feel finished but i still really like it. it isn't that expensive either. i
hope the devs finish the game. its a survival game in space there are no jumpscares. i find it relaxing combing through a ship or
station looking for resources. there is a lot to do you have to like the grind build your base to ridiculous proportions find reserch
points to level up skills. and i found an easy solution for the lock problem you have to look at them from the side the rings are in
a cone shape formation. oh and don.t have to many items in physical inventory or the game starts to lag (i only had promblems
after i had over 100+ items in physical inventory). still i can handle te bugs but i do hope the game wil get a polishing soon..
Game play for around a level 30 character on Normal. Its decently long DLC, it's got a decent amount of bosses and mini
bosses. Lots of new gear to find, it has relic storage and auto sort in the storage.
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